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Taking the Short View
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Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1996

grate have implications for government budgeting. This report from die Depart
ment of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs surveys the literature concerned with 
die economic consequences of Australia’s immigradon program.

Over time, immigradon has made possible die creadon of die Australian econ
omy. Widi die excepdon of die aedvity of indigenous Australians, all current Aus
tralian economic aedvity can be attributed to migradons over die past two centuries. 
However, if we restrict die dme horizon to a single year and focus on die impact of 
recent gross annual intakes of around 80,000 people (die planned 1997/98 intake), 
a different picture emerges. Such annual intakes comprise less dian half of 1 per 
cent of die total Australian populadon and are often smaller dian year-to-year varia- 
dons in unemployment. From diis perspeedve, die annual immigrant intake has a 
smaller impact on aggregate demand in terms of populadon dian inbound intenia- 
donal tourism (Clarke, 1994). The same point can be made differendy. Aldiough 
post-World War II net annual migration gains have averaged only between 0.5 and 
1 per cent of die populadon, over die whole post-war period it comprises 40 per 
cent of populadon growdi. Again, die size of die impact of immigradon depends 
very much on die dme horizon used to assess it.

Since immigrants are part of die Australian economy, they affect every aspect of 
it. But while many of their short-term effects are low-order, their more important 
longer-term influences are often difficult to discern from long-term data. A diffi
culty widi Foster’s survey is its partial reliance on empirical research (such as die 
Murphy model and ORANI) dial emphasises die economic impact of immigradon 
over short-term horizons in which some distinct effects may not be apparent and 
are poorly modelled. The economic gains from immigradon, in particular, cannot 
be sensibly dealt widi unless this issue is understood.

The analysis of such gains is crucial to assessing die policy implications of im
migradon. Foster recognises die need to distinguish between die welfare of immi
grants and diat of non-immigrant residents. But his treatment of die issue is inade
quate. Average aggregate incomes are a misleading indicator of the gains from 
immigradon since diese invariably fall when labour alone migrates, even if everyone
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HEN migrants arrive in Australia diey consume goods and services and 
supply productive inputs. Their family structures, skills (or lack of 
diem) and other adverse-selection issues affecting dieir decisions to mi-
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benefits from immigration: with non-increasing returns, increasing labour endow
ments leads to decreased output per head simply because other inputs are not being 
increased proportionately (Clarke, 1997). This will be true even if residents enjoy 
efficiency gains from the implied labour market liberalisation and even if migrants 
reveal themselves better-off by voluntarily migrating. Foster’s finding that the gains 
from immigration are small means little in view of the downward bias of such aggre
gate indicators: the true welfare gains could be much greater.

As is well known, the distributional impacts of labour immigration are more 
significant than efficiency aspects, at least in Berry and Soligo’s (1969) standard mi
gration model. In this framework, the important economic change that occurs in 
response to migration is a reduction in the wages of those workers who lived in a 
destination country before the immigration occurred. The absolute value of this 
loss will almost always be larger than the net productive gains accruing to all original 
residents, since net losses to workers are offset by only slightly larger gains to prop
erty owners as a consequence of immigration. Thus, the society derives small net 
benefits from immigration even though observed wage losses are substantial.

However, such outcomes do not eventuate if (as it is empirically reasonable to 
suppose) capital is internationally mobile. Capital mobility can account for many of 
Foster’s mixed results in Chapter 12. A labour inflow prompted by die relaxation 
of a labour immigration quota immediately reduces wages and induces a profit- 
seeking capital inflow. This inflow should entirely offset the fall in wages unless 
diere are odier non-internationally traded inputs. Widiout such inputs, diere are no 
factor price changes as a consequence of immigration and no welfare gains to non
immigrant residents: all die gains diat accrue as a result of economic growdi are 
‘scooped off by die new arrivals. Thus, allowing for capital Hows (as in Clarke, 
1995) explains die stable wages outcome, and shows diat distribution issues widi 
mobile capital are transformed from old-fashioned arguments about how capital 
gains at labour’s expense (given a labour market liberalisation) to more relevant ar
guments about die distribudon of gains between original residents and newcomers.

Foster’s treatment of capital flows is unsatisfactory. He assumes diat current 
account deficits are bad and inquires whedier immigration worsens diem. Regard
less of die validity of diis assumpüon (I reject it), die basic quesdon is: to whom 
does die current account deficit accrue? If poor migrants arrive in Australia and 
spend more dian diey earn, in the short run diey will widen the current account 
deficit. But why should addidonal debt concern non-immigrants? The effects of 
migrant borrowing in bidding-up international borrowing costs are negligible. 
Radier dian curtailing immigradon, we should discard die macroeconomic doc
trines diat hold diat current account deficits are intrinsically a bad diing.

Immigradon has an important effect on labour markets. Some dieorists (myself 
among diem) adopt a trade/factor flows view of die world, while odiers emphasise 
consequences for labour markets. Each approach has its strcngdis and weaknesses. 
Like most Australian diinkers, Foster stresses labour markets; and diis is die 
strongest feature of his book. There is much useful descriptive material here on the 
demographic and skill characteristics of migrants. But, once again, I doubt die
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value of short-term modelling in studying matters like the growth effects of enhanc
ing the skilled component of immigrant intakes. The ORANI model used cannot 
account for the skill-externality effects of inducing a more skilled intake. Nor can 
one ignore the distributional advantages of a higher skilled component in terms of 
reduced pressure on the wages and conditions of unskilled resident workers and the 
better employment prospects for die unskilled generated by complementary un
skilled/skilled labour demands.

Much of Foster’s study is valuable. It summarises major empirical work on the 
economic effects of immigration, provides a very balanced view of immigration diat 
dispels many mydis, and summarises die main features of die immigradon which 
has occurred. like much of die work carried out in die former Bureau of Immi
gradon, Muldcultural and Populadon Research, die study is excessively caudous in 
its response to basic cridcisms of recent immigradon policy. Successive Labor gov
ernments made concessions to die muldcultural/family lobby, refused to orient the 
program towards skills, and failed to adjust die program at least pardy in die light of 
public immigradon preferences. These failures should be addressed.

Widi some excepdons, die main conclusion diat Hows from Foster’s study is 
diat economics is not of crucial importance in immigradon debates. For him, im
migradon eidier has low-order effects or is ‘benign’. I do not diink diis is true, if 
only because populadon size (of which immigradon is die primary component diat 
can be determined by public policy) is such a major economic and environmental 
issue in Australia today. While many of die economic consequences of immigradon 
are quite small, diere are sdll reasons for believing die immigradon intake can be 
tailored to match some nadonal objeedves of resident Australians.

Interesdngly, Foster’s noil-economic focus encourages a shift in attendon to
wards die polidcs of die immigradon debate, which is now dominated by die How
ard Government’s need to deal widi die challenge of Pauline Hanson’s One Nadon 
Party. To help prevent die debate being highjacked by uninformed racism, Austra
lian social sciendsLs need to take on a policy area that has so far been dominated by 
muldculturalism and polidcal correctness, and devise an immigradon program diat 
promotes national economic and social objeedves by being skill-based and repre- 
sentadve of die views of die majority of current Australian residents.
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